
     

Managed Symantec 
Endpoint Protection

We use the whole buffalo.

Much more than anti-virus.
The problem with SEP has nothing to do with software. SEP a versatile, powerful security tool that we’ve 
utilized and implemented in countless networks.

But it has a people problem. Most businesses buy SEP, install it, and breathe a sigh of relief. They don’t 
fully provision it. They leave lots of its tools dormant. They don’t use it to fully enforce policy and put the 
organization in a position to protect itself against Ransomware and other emerging threats. We can help.

What’s your plan
for peace of mind?

phone: 800.949.9933
www.novacoast.com

Reputational Scans—This finds unrecognized content & 
quarantines or deletes it (leveraging the Symantec Threat 
Intelligence Network).

Novacoast Managed SEP also implements hardware IDs, 
application fingerprints & runs app discovery scans to isolate 
anything suspicious.

Host Integrity Scans—This is a valuable way to exclude 
suspicious machines. Too many avoid this feature, unfortunately, 
over fears of outages & uncertainty about testing policy checklists.

Managed SEP’s testing process guarantees no false positives, 
expanded compliance & regular checks of your machines.

Device & Application Control—This protects against dangerous 
known devices & host-based intrusion at a light level. 

Novacoast Managed SEP has the engineering knowledge to 
test & assess your hardware to pinpoint vulnerability.

Integration—We put all Symantec APIs to use, pull 
the SEQL data & put it to work, and painlessly & 
efficiently can set up Advanced Thread Protection. 

Reporting—Beyond the (underused) cookie-cutter 
reporting tools in SEP, you need to look at correlation: 
comparing incidents & analyzing all avialable 
information. We provide regular reporting tailored to 
the needs & makeup of your business.

Load Balancing & Failover—We run discovery 
scans of your network & impliment the best method 
for a scalable and highly available system.

Agility—We can design a much leaner build of SEP 
to reduce traffic and take up less bandwidth as the 
solution operates.

+ Full support.


